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EVOLUTION OF MUSICAL ORGANISMS
Bruno Degazio
The Artificial Evolution Studio (artevo@interlog.com)
192 Spadina Ave • Suite 512 •Toronto• Ontario• Canada• MST 2C2

ABSTRACT: The development of software for musical applications has led to a proliferation of elaborate
control paradigms with extremely large parameter spaces. These spaces can be daunting to explore interactively
because of their vastness. Furthennore, parameters often interact in ways not made explicit by the control panel,
effectively increasing the complexity of the space even further. Application of genetic algorithms (GAs) can be
used to search through these vast spaces in a highly efficient manner. Coordinated control of interacting
parameters is handled automatically by this system. Even for control paradigms that are well understood, the
genetic algorithm can efficiently search out control settings that would have been otherwise unlikely to arise.
The author has developed a software system that employs genetic algorithms to evolve 'musical organisms'.
The system is built on MidiForth, the author's computer-assisted composition software [Degazio 1988, 1993]
and employs many unique functions developed in previous research. This paper describes the second phase of
research; future work will extend the GA searching technique to abstract, subjective musical concepts such as
density and smooth ness.
l.O Background

There are a number of points to bear in mind regarding GAs: ( 1) They are not a random search. Though
beginning from a random origin, the optimization search engine is highly directed. (2) They are very general
because all knowledge of the specific problem to be solved is 'hidden' in the fitness function. (3) By evaluating
many potential solutions in parallel, they avoid becoming stuck on local maxima. (4) GAs rest on a solid
theoretical foundation (the schema theorem) supplied by John Holland. In addition, David Goldberg, a
prominent current researcher in the field, has some interesting thoughts on the relation of genetic algorithms to
creativity: "What is it we are doing when we are being innovative or creative? Often we take a set of solution
features that worked well in one context and a set of solution features that worked well in a different context
and bring them together - possibly for the first time - to try to solve the problem at hand. This emphasis and
juxtaposition of human creativity is similar to the selection and re-combination of genetic algorithms. Thus,
in a limited and mechanical fashion, genetic algorithms provide a means of automating creativity. Or to put it
in a more human centred way: they may allow us to understand our own creativity."
In 1989, Karl Sims of Thinking Machines Incorporated used the 65,536 processor Connection Machine
to 'grow' images with the complexity of natural objects. Sims included, as genes, a number of ad hoe factors
that derived from graphics functions available on his supercomputer. These included such parameters as:
branching factor, growth rate, twistiness, and budding behaviour. In Sims' system the 'fitness function'
evaluation of a standard genetic algorithm is replaced by the 'unnatural selection' of the user- the user simply
chose whichever descendant looked best. A similar selection procedure is used by the system under discussion.
Likewise, the 'gt:nes' of the musical organism relate to high level musical abstractions: (1) ad/we parameters
derived from existing MIDIFORTH functions such as: embellishment, activation, contrapuntal 'correctness',
tonal continuity, modulation, and repetitiveness, (2) melodic recursion/von Koch curves, Mandelbrot mapping,
and strange attractors.
1.1 Previous Work In the Field
To date, genetic algorithms have not been heavily used in musical applications. [Takala et al 1993]
briefly describe the use of a GA to search through 'timbre trees' for desirable sounds in a hybrid physical
model/additive synthesis system. This appears to be a classic application of a GA for search and optimization,
and also employs selection by hand rather than through automated evaluation of a 'fitness function'. [Horner,
Beauchamp, Packard 1993] present a similar application that they call 'timbre breeding'. Additive synthesis is
the paradigm under control in their system. [Vuori and Valimak.i 1993] likewise discuss the application of a
GA to detennine physical modelling synthesis parameters. [Homer and Goldberg 1991] describe the use of GA
generating melodies that 'evolve' from a specified origin to a specified destination. They deliberately limit the
operation set to a small number of very simple musical operations (i.e. delete a note, mutate a note, rotate a
note). The GA then finds a series of these operations that turns an originating melody into a destination
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melody. This transfonnation process seems lo have been chosen both for its intrinsic musical interest and
because the fitness of the individuals is easy lo evaluate - they are simply compared note for note against the
melodic goal. Except for [Horner and Goldberg 1991), all of these papers describe applications to audio
synthesis, which is a conventional application of GAs to parameter search and optimization. This project
differs radically in that it intends to apply GAs lo much higher level
musical structures. Of recent interest is John Biles' program Gen/am,
which applies genetic algorithm techniques to generation of music in a
conventional jazz style [Biles 1994, 1995).
2.0 Software Architecture

The evolver itself consists of two components: the engine and the
renderer. The e11gi11e carries out the processes of chromosome pairing,
gene crossover and mutation, implementing the essential features of a GA
fig. 1 - chromosome selector
process. Its "front-end" or user interface is the chromosome selector (figure 1), with 16 'blank' chromosomes
which allows the interactive selection of a small number of parents, typically
three. Chromosomes, rendered as MIDI data, can be viewed graphically, and perfonned on a MIDI synthesizer.
The graphic view is a conventional pitch-time representation, with time running from left to right in each of
the sixteen chromosome graphs, and pitch represented as discrete MIDI notes from low to high along the
vertical axis. In future versions of the system, the selector will also present some statistical information about
each rendered chromosome, and will perform an application specific 'fitness' evaluation. Types or evaluation
may include:
(I) calculation of percentage of notes that are 'contrapuntally correct' (i.e. that obey counterpoint rules vis a
given cantusjirmus pre-existing melody)
(2) calculation of percentage of notes that are 'harmonically correct' (i.e. for a given chord progression)
(3) calculation of percentage of notes that meet statistical criteria for durations, melodic leaps, etc.

vis

a

The renderer turns an evolved chromosome into a sensible data structure, for example a MIDI file, for playback
on a standard MIDI synthesizer. The renderer must examine every gene in the evolved chromosome and apply a
selected process to the degree specified by that gene's content In computing tenns, the renderer demands most
of the CPU resources of the host system. In the system described here, a
simplified version of the MIDI renderer has been implemented.
3.0 Working Procedure

The basic procedure for breeding musical organisms is illustrated with
computer screens from the system. First, a small population of sixteen
musical organisms is generated randomly (figure 2), labelled CHOO lo CH15.
Note that in this initial population individuals are quite distinct from one
another. From this group, three parents are selected for further breeding. The
fig. 2 - Initial population of
choice is made both 'by eye' and •by ear', since the graphic view in the
random musical organisms
chromosome selector allows a quick grasp of music structural features, and
musical details can be noted by perfonning the chromosomes on a MIDI synthesizer simply by clicking on
them with the mouse. These individuals are bred with the remaining organisms at a rate proportional to their
"fitness", according to their ranking as parent 1, 2 or 3. It is important, however, that even 'unfit' individuals
breed so that potentially useful genetic information is not lost too early in the evolutionary process. After
interbreeding and rendering as MIDI, the offspring appear as in figure 3. Note that features in the selected
parents now begin to appear in several offspring, causing them to group as 'species' or 'families'. For
example, the individuals numbered 02, 10, 11 and 13 in figure 3 form one family of similar (but not identical)
individuals clearly deriving from the parent numbered 15 in the preceding generation. Other families apparent in
this graph consist of individuals 00, 04 (but note the interesting inversion in overall shape), 08 and ()CJ and a
third grouping of numbers 03, 05, 06 and 15. This cycle of selection, breeding and rendering is repeated until an
individual is generated which is acceptable as a musical composition.
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4.0 Implementation Plan
In order to manage the complexity of this project, the software
development was broken into three phases.

1111�

4.1 Phase I: Implementation o/GA's as control algorithms/or existing
individual MIDIFORTH processes. As a relatively simple example,
consider the control panel for the MIDIFORTH function called the arbitrary
pattern generator (figure 4). The dialog box is dominated by the 48 fields
for the pattern elements. There are also fields for the number of elements in the fig. 3 - population after one
eneration of interbreeding
pattern, and for a small number of relevant flags that control the operating 'mode' g
of the function. Not shown in the control panel itself is an additional parameter the MIDI data type on which the function will operate. This is interactively selected from a separate menu.
The 48 element fields are typical MIDI parameters and have a seven bit dynamic range (i.e. they can take on
values from Oto 127). These fields comprise the largest part of the control space, taking up 48*7 = 336 bits.
The number of elements field can take on a value of 0 to 48 and therefore requires 6 bits to define, while the
five mode flags require one bit each. The starting note and ending note parameters can reasonably take on values
from Oto a few tens of thousands, so 16 bits are adequate to define them. Finally, the MIDI data type pointer
must choose from a list of 22 items and therefore requires 5 bits. This results in a total control space of 383
bits. The number of different settings for this simple function is therefore 2383 , which is an inconceivably
large number. Admittedly, most of these settings are useless (for example, all of the settings with zero
throughout the 48 element fields). However, it is still possible that a GA
search through this space will arrive at unique applications of patterns.
The chromosome for this function consists of a binary string, 383 bits
long, of which the individual 'genes' control the parameters listed above. ... t t • t ' t t • C'hllll•.... NII
• • • • • • • •
The standard genetic operators of crossover, inversion, and mutation work
• • • • • • • •
,
on populations of these strings. The net result after some number of
• • • • • • •
generations is the arbitrarypatterngenerator setting that produced a unique ,., • I I I I
[C:::J
,__ IH.INI
and desirable result. The functions tested so far include the arbitrary
rw.: ,new
pa1ternge11erator and the recursive pattern generator. The remaining
....,,..nu1NJ
MIDlFORTH functions are currently being implemented.
fig. 4 - arbitrary pattern generator
control screen
4.2 Phase II: lmpleme11tatio11 ofGAs as a macro language for strings of
MID/FORTH processes. While interesting as a test bed for the processes involved, the musical use of GAs
does not come into its own until applied to longer sequences of operations. In this sense, the GA becomes a
control structure for a macro language, controlled through genetic progranuning techniques [Koi.a 1992]. The
necessary gene data structure is:
OlllOMO'IOMESl!UIC100

·...·r r r r r rrr 1 �=-:--

4tt ... ,••• ..,..."",.,......

...,

(HI

I byte
I byte
126 bytes

.

QrNta1a1.,.....

• • •

lt.t•hl!::::J
(Nah�

___..,1,....tc

operation_code,
grouping_structure,
operation dependent parameter fields.

The chromosome structure is then a sequence of these genes rather than a sequence of bits. This sequence may
be of variable rather than fixed length, another point which marks this as a genetic programming application
rather than a simple genetic algorithm. The chromosome structure is then simply:
geneO (128 bytes), genel (128 bytes), gene2 (128 bytes) ... geneN (128 bytes)
In the gene structure, the operation_code is a single byte character representing one of MIDIFORTH's many
built-in functions, which include: ramp, transpose, compand, randomize, invert, crab, modalize, quantize, scale
time, set to value, correct intervals, activate, harmonize, arbitrary pattern generator, strange generator, recursive
pattern generator, Mandelbrot generator, change field , select notes, and ornamentation (20 different types
including trill, turn, mordent). The following 126 bytes of data possess a meaning dependent on the particular
operation code. For example, an operation code of I indicates the transpose function. For this function, the
bytes have the following meaning: byte 0 - transposition amount (-128 to +127), byte 1 - transpose only
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tagged notes, bytes 2 lo 127 - undefined. These correspond to the controls available in the standard
MIDIFORTH interactive control panel for this function (figure 5).
TrN
H [uenh
4.3 Future Work: Implementation ofprocesses to control 'high-level'
ltnaeunt: � DT•19•lf u11
musical parameters (e.g. activity, density, clarity). With the successful
ltartal: CJ 11111 et: CJ
implementation of the preceding phases, combinations of MIDIFORTH functions
nnu: SlllN1'
could be grouped together as meta-operations to directly specify high level
r,in:•
musical or perceptual features. The most intriguing of these come from Joseph
Schillinger's System of Musical Composition, which, despite the grand title, is
fig. 5 - MIDIFOKI'H
more of a compendium of odd musico-mathematical tricks and techniques. He
transpose control panel.
docs, however, provide a long list of interesting musical perceptual
generalizations. Some of these include:

,�-,

tension
chroma
saturation
symmetry

periodicity
clarity
melodic figuration
density

fragmentation
continuity
attack continuity
dynamic continuity

density group continuity
harmonic continuity
rhythmic continuity
instrumental continuity

This phase of the project represents the fruition of musical application of GAs.
5.0 Applications
The Artificial Evolution Studio is currently engaged in the application of artificial life techniques to
music and will be presenting, in the spring of 1997, a concert of music created using this software. The concert
will include new works created for the occasion by a group of invited composers including Gustav Ciamaga,
Bruno Degazio, David Keane, Karl Mohr and Gene Martinek.
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